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Matthew 11:28 is a particularly comforting passage for me: Come to me all of you who are 
weary and carrying heavy burdens and I will give you rest.  

Rest. All I can say is that I am glad that I wasn’t given the concept of trust. When I think of trust, 
I still feel as if I must be doing something. Being someone. Or becoming someone. I am a 
performer by genetics and learned behavior, so the concept of rest has come very hard to me. 
Rest speaks to me as complete quiet and refreshment. It requires no effort or contribution. It’s 
accepting my humanity and relinquishing my pride. 

 In the past several years, God has been teaching me about resting from worry, resting from fear, 
resting from guilt, resting from expectations, resting from achievement, resting from measuring; 
resting from being measured. When I was a child, I remember lying on my back in the cool grass 
on one of those crazy summer sapphire crystal blue sky days in the back yard underneath our 
huge sprawling maple tree looking up at the sky watching clouds morph into lions and  zephyrs 
and birds and faces. That was rest to me as a child.  

The Sabbath is a tangible gift from a loving a gracious God and prescribes for me a break from 
the week’s requirements and work obligations. Life is relentless. When I attempt to go without 
the proper divine prescribed rest, it’s no wonder I find myself unable to function in this broken 
world. The alternative is exhaustion and despair searching for ways to find that desperately 
needed rest. Often in all the wrong places. I love the Psalms with all its raw emotion. It’s 
interesting that writers of the Psalms speak of the troubled spirit or the anguished soul finding no 
rest or not having rest. Psalm 23 which is often used at funerals, speaks to that eternal rest. It 
allows us to look ahead as we are invited to lie down in green pastures. Leading us beside still 
waters. Restoring our souls. That’s the rest to come for those that put their trust in Christ’s 
righteousness.  

Rest isn’t only on the Sabbath but mini-Sabbaths throughout the week. To rest once a week is not 
enough. I am finding refreshment and cool grass and still waters in small sabbath rests 
throughout the week. Rest allows me to lay my burden down before it is so heavy that I drop it.   

We all come to Jesus with baggage. Some in torn grocery sacks and cardboard boxes; some in 
matching LL bean roller bags. Baggage none the same. Come to me all who are carrying heavy 
burdens and I will give you rest Jesus says. Jesus says that he will carry it for us. I don’t have to 
carry it alone. I am glad for that. 


